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Abstract

Injury is one of the most common reasons why a child is hospitalised. Information gained from injury surveillance activities provides an estimate of the injury burden, describes injury event circumstances, can be used to monitor injury trends over time, and is used to design and evaluate injury prevention activities. This perspective article provides an overview of child injury surveillance capabilities within New South Wales (NSW), Australia, following a stocktake of population-based injury-related data collections using the Evaluation Framework for Injury Surveillance Systems.

Information about childhood injury in NSW is obtained from multiple administrative data collections that were not specifically designed to conduct injury surveillance. Obtaining good information for child injury surveillance in NSW will involve better coordination of information from agencies that record information about childhood injury. Regular reporting about childhood injury to provide a comprehensive profile of injuries of children and young people in the state should be considered, along with the provision and/or linkage of child injury information from multiple data collections. This could support the development of a suite of injury performance indicators to monitor childhood injury reduction strategies across NSW.

Background

Childhood injury represents a considerable public health burden in Australia, with 58,997 hospital admissions of children aged less than 15 years in 2012–13 following an injury\textsuperscript{1}, representing an estimated 1.3% of the population aged younger than 15.\textsuperscript{2} Information about childhood injuries is obtained from injury surveillance activities. Injury surveillance involves the ongoing, systematic collection, analysis and interpretation of data essential to the prevention, planning and evaluation of public health practice, with the timely dissemination of these data and their application to prevention and control.\textsuperscript{3}

The World Health Organization (WHO) has developed guidelines for conducting injury surveillance\textsuperscript{4} and has recommended core and optional minimum data to be collected to conduct injury surveillance. These core and optional minimum data can also be supplemented with additional data pertinent to specific injury mechanisms, such as vehicle crashes. An
Evaluation Framework for Injury Surveillance Systems (EFISS)\(^6\) has also been developed to assess the overall ability of a data collection to conduct injury surveillance. There are three main components of the EFISS, which assess: 1) data quality, 2) operational ability, and 3) practical characteristics of a data collection to perform injury surveillance. This perspective article provides an overview of child injury surveillance capabilities in New South Wales (NSW), Australia.

**Stocktake of data sources in NSW**

Within NSW, population-level information about injuries is obtained from multiple data collections, such as emergency department presentations, hospital admission records, police records or insurance claims. However, each of these data collections is largely designed to fulfil administrative functions such as service monitoring or resource allocation, rather than to perform injury surveillance. Therefore, the information obtained may not always be ideal for surveillance purposes (i.e. to describe what injuries occurred to whom, in which location, when they occurred and why\(^5,6\)). In some data collections, the information recorded for some data variables is not as complete as it could be – for example, within hospitalisation data, the location and activity of the person at the time of an injury is often recorded as ‘other or unspecified’.

In NSW, a recent stocktake conducted for NSW Kids and Families identified data collections that could provide information about childhood injury at a population level. Each data collection was reviewed using the EFISS for its ability to perform injury surveillance.\(^6\) Only two EFISS characteristics – operational ability (such as timeliness and quality control measures) and practical characteristics (such as accessibility and available guidance material to aid interpretation) – were examined for the stocktake. The stocktake identified three mortality and 13 injury morbidity and/or mortality population-based data collections that could report on injuries involving children and young people in NSW (Box 1).

The stocktake identified that none of the data collections examined were ideal to conduct injury surveillance of children and young people, as no data collection (except for the National Coronial Information System) could effectively capture all the information recommended by WHO for injury surveillance. Nor was there a central data warehouse where injury-related data collections could be easily accessed to conduct injury surveillance. Instead, information about childhood injury in NSW is accessed using a range of either national or NSW-based data collections that are warehoused by different agencies. No single data collection could provide information across the injury continuum (i.e. from identifying injury risk factors to describing the injury event circumstances, to providing information about the injuries sustained and their treatment, to monitoring injury outcomes).

None of the data collections examined had the ability to readily identify new mechanisms of childhood injury. One specific gap was the inability to identify injuries associated with new products. The identification of injuries to children and young people using child quad bikes\(^7\) and poisoning via gamma-hydroxybutyrate following ingestion of Bindeez beads\(^8\) required the vigilance of emergency department clinicians, rather than systemic identification of these injury incidents through surveillance mechanisms. It may be that new product-related injuries will always rely on notification by clinicians because routine surveillance of emerging types of injuries is not easily recognised by current injury surveillance systems.

**Box 1. Population-based data collections that can provide information about injuries involving children and young people in NSW**

**Injury mortality data collections**
- Cause of death unit record file
- Child deaths register
- National Coronial Information System

**Injury morbidity and/or mortality data collections**
- NSW Ambulance clinical record
- NSW Admitted Patient Data Collection
- NSW Emergency Department Data Collection
- NSW Key Information and Directory System (Department of Family and Community Services)
- NSW Lifetime Care claims database
- NSW Personal Injury Register (State Insurance Regulatory Authority)
- NSW Public Health Real-time Emergency Department Surveillance System
- NSW sporting injuries claims data
- Surfguard database
- CrashLink
- NSW Trauma Registry
- NSW workers’ compensation data

**Improving child injury surveillance capabilities**

For some types of injuries and/or injury mechanisms, there is potential to add value to the information available for injury surveillance and research activities by linking data collections that record information about different stages of the injury continuum.\(^9\) By linking information
from multiple cross-sectoral data collections that record information about the same injury event, a rich data source can be created for use in child injury surveillance and research activities.

The added value of linking information from different data collections can be illustrated for road trauma. Hospital admission data collections provide detailed information about the injuries experienced and treatment received, but only limited information about the circumstances of the crash (e.g. road conditions or infrastructure) and crash risk factors (e.g. vehicle speed or driver fatigue) or injury risk factors (e.g. restraint or helmet use) – all information contained in police crash data. However, police crash data contain no information about types of injuries sustained. Research that used linked hospitalisation and police-reported crash data for NSW was able to examine the effectiveness of bicycle helmets in reducing severe head injury in bicycle–vehicle collisions and demonstrated a reduction in head injury severity with helmet use. Linked NSW hospitalisation and road crash data were also used to examine the injury severity of front- and rear-seated vehicle occupants injured in the same vehicle and was able to identify that rear-seat occupants sustained injuries of higher severity than front-seat car occupants, particularly in newer vehicles with airbags, implying that protective measures for rear-seat occupants need improvement.

Information from injury surveillance activities is regularly used to inform the development of injury prevention strategies and to evaluate the impact of these strategies on the population. Information from injury surveillance activities is also used to estimate the burden of different types of injuries, describe the circumstances of injury events, and monitor temporal injury trends. The development of injury prevention strategies and evaluation of injury prevention policy relies on having good-quality and timely information available from injury surveillance activities. It is crucial that the best available information is used to inform and evaluate childhood injury prevention policies in NSW.

The provision of good information for child injury surveillance in NSW will need to involve better coordination of information from agencies that record information about childhood injury. Consideration should also be given to regular reporting of childhood injury using all available injury data collections, to provide a comprehensive profile of injuries among children and young people in the state. Provision and/or routine linkage of information about child injury from a number of data collections, overseen by different agencies, would allow for the development of a suite of injury performance indicators to monitor childhood injury reduction strategies across NSW.
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